SEW-EURODRIVE captures new sales
opportunities with up to 83 percent
faster reporting on SAP HANA
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giving teams the rapid insight

as the company grew it found that
existing systems were struggling
to cope with the corresponding
increase in data volumes.
the project manager says, “It was
Business Challenge

becoming more and more of a
challenge to provide business users

“We selected the IBM
Systems solution
for SAP HANA
because of the
close collaboration
between IBM
and SAP.”

Reporting speed is now up to 83

with timely access to the information
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Staff spend less time processing
data and more time interacting with
clients.
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various departments to waste
valuable time waiting for reports to be
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able to access all the information they

Warehouse from Oracle Database
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Selecting SAP HANA
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Finding that its existing analytics
systems were struggling to keep
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which helped us to bring data volumes
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based on 14 IBM System x3950

to shrink data base size even further,
reducing it to just 3.4 TB, because

Taking advantage of the modular

X5 workload optimized servers
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worked with a team from IBM and SAP
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that provides high availability within
each data centers for improved
reliability. There is also a test
environment, with a single 512 GB node,
and a quality assurance environment
comprising four 512 GB nodes.
Key Solution Components

Faster reporting
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“We have cut the time
taken to generate
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83 percent with the
IBM Systems solution
for SAP HANA,
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much faster access
to the information
they need.”
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of data. SEW-EURODRIVE has seen

Warehouse Management
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While previously, overnight data loading
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sometimes run over the maintenance
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with much faster access to the
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reporting and analysis by the start

information they need. As many of

IBM General Parallel File System
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Services

of important business metrics.

IBM Business Partner PROFI
Engineering Systems

He adds, “For example, in the sales
department, teams spend less time

The project manager explains, “We

processing data and running reports,

have cut the time taken to generate

and have more time to focus on

reports by up to 83 percent with

higher-value work. Once a customer

the IBM Systems solution for SAP

has placed an order, sellers can

HANA, helping provide the business

follow up much faster than before,
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by adjusting offers and promotions
to maximize revenues.

“In collaboration
with IBM, PROFI
Engineering
Systems, our SAP
implementation
partner and SAP, we
have successfully
boosted our
business analytics
capabilities, and
have a powerful
new way of looking
at business
data.”

Driving new insight
The performance improvements
delivered by the IBM Systems
solution for SAP HANA give staff

Business Benefits

at SEW-EURODRIVE the ability to
explore data in new ways. Armed

• Accelerated reporting speed by

with this improved insight and agility,

up to 83 percent, providing quick

the company will be able to respond

access to key sales and operational

more quickly to changing demand

data.

and seize new opportunities to
drive business growth. In a world

• Up to five times faster batch loading

where orders can be placed at

means staff spend less time

the touch of a button, windows of

waiting for data to be processed,

opportunity can be very short.

giving them more time to interact
with clients.
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By delivering information faster to
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decision-makers, SEW-EURODRIVE
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is helping to ensure that they can

will help sales teams make smarter

seize these fleeting opportunities

decisions that help capture more

to drive up revenues and beat

revenue from both new and existing

the competition to new sales.

customers.

• Rapid, deep insight into operations

and spend m ore time interacting with
customers. This helps build better

The project manager concludes, “The

customer relationships and improve the
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effectiveness of sales efforts, enabling

meets our expectations. In collaboration

the company to win more business.”

with IBM, PROFI Engineering Systems,
our SAP implementation partner

With more rapid access to key

and SAP, we have successfully

performance indicators on business

boosted our business analytics
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capabilities, and have a powerful new

can respond faster to changing
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market conditions – for example,
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mining techniques to find new patterns

About PROFI Engineering
Systems

in the information we already capture.

PROFI Engineering Systems AG

For example, in future we will be able

offers system integration and

to dig deeper into sales order data to

infrastructure solutions for companies

uncover the typical combinations of

of all sizes. An IBM Business Partner

product features selected by customers

since 1985, PROFI employs 350

in certain geographic regions. With this

people at 14 locations, and serves

insight, sales teams will create more

more than 1,300 customers.

“With SAP HANA, staff can employ data

tailored product offerings that respond
to actual customer demand, improving

To learn more about products, services

sales conversion rates and helping

and solutions from PROFI Engineering

SEW-EURODRIVE increase revenues.”

Systems, please visit www.profi-ag.de
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